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Legislator Anker and Legislator Trotta
[Legislator Bontempi not picutured]

(L to R) Legislator Esteban, Dr. Maria Basile, & Legislator Richberg (Assemblyman
Fitzpatrick not pictured). Legislative proclammation of Dr. Maria Basile, MD, MBA outgoing
SCMS president at the 214th Annual Meeting.

SCMS President’s Message
2022-2023

Dr. Rich Schoor, MD

Rich Schoor, MD
SCMS President

I had the honor to serve as SCMS President, starting
in 2019. I had lofty goals for the society then as its leader;
fund raising, member engagement, and rejuvenation of
a society that seemed to me in decline. We broke out
into teams, and we strategized. One team launched
several initiatives and started the process to develop
an organized and repeatable method of fund raising;
without money there can be no mission. To that effect,
in October 2019 a select committee began meeting with
physician and community leaders to explore ways to
make the society more relevant, visible, and stronger.
We outlined a systematized three-pronged approach
to raising funds that had been successful in other nonprofit organizations. Confidence was high and there was
excitement. At our last meeting in December 2019, we

decided to reconvene early into the new year, 2020, to
launch our one-million-dollar fund raising goal.
I certainly don’t need to say what happened next.
Nor do I need to remind us of the anxiety, helplessness,
and horror that we all felt as we witnesses a novel virusout-of-sci-fi take hold in China, then Italy, then the
United States and then the world. In March of 2020, our
collective medical practices ground to a halt; hospitals
closed for elective surgery and recovery rooms became
COVID-19 isolation wards. We didn’t know how this
monster spread: could you get it from surfaces, clothing,
the mail, an embrace. The very essence of our humanism
was turned against; our need to connect.
(continued on page 3)
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MLMIC’s Preferred
Savings Programs
Save between

10% and 15% on qualifying programs.

MLMIC, in collaboration with groups and organizations across the state, is proud to
bring you New York’s #1 medical professional liability insurance at an even lower cost:

CAIPAcare

Voluntary Attending
Physicians
Excellus Credentialed
Physician Insurance
Program

Additional
discount
opportunities.
Physicians who meet certain
requirements can take advantage
of valuable reductions on
their premiums (potentially in
combination with the Preferred
Savings Program).

See how much you can save.
Request a quote at MLMIC.com/psp
or contact your broker today.

SCAN THE CODE
or call

1-800-ASK-MLMIC

For RPG programs, membership required. Subject to application and approval. Check our website for the latest information and newest savings opportunities.
Not all discounts are combinable. Risk Purchasing Groups (RPG) are subject to annual review and upward or downward adjustment (including removal
altogether) pending approval by the NYS Department of Financial Services, and is based on the overall loss experience of the RPG’s members.

POTENTIAL TOTAL SAVINGS OF UP TO 30%
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SCMS / SAM OFFICERS
SCMS Officers

SAM Officers

July 1, 2022 - June 30, 2023

July 1, 2022 - June 30, 2023

PRESIDENT
Richard Schoor, MD

PRESIDENT
Maria Basile, MD, MBA

PRESIDENT-ELECT
Leslie Marino, MD, MPH

VICE PRESIDENT
William Sellers, DO

VICE PRESIDENT
William Sellers, DO

SECRETARY
Deborah Blenner, MD

SECRETARY
Deborah Blenner, MD

TREASURER
Hannah Ortiz, MD, MBA

TREASURER
Hannah Ortiz, MD, MBA

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Aaron Kumar, MD, MBA

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Aaron Kumar, MD, MBA

ADMINISTRATOR
Assunta DiValentino, DO, MHS

SCMC President’s Message, Continued
Schoor, cont. from p. 1

People needed information. Our
members wanted guidance.
I believe what happened next was
incredible for the world, sure, but also for
our SCMS. The SCMS turned to social
media, did a podcast, YouTube Live,
Facebook Live, Public service videos.
We got the message out effectively,
maybe even more so than in the years
pre-pandemic. We thrived.
Well, I am here to tell you the SCMS is
still alive and well and carrying out our
mission: to advocate for our members
and our community.
We have a lot of work to do – a
lot of wood to chop – and I need your
help. Please don’t get bitter, depressed,
and certainly don’t give up. Times are
tough but we’ve been through worse
and perhaps the stakes have never been
higher for our welfare as physicians,

fathers, mothers, husbands, wives,
daughters, and sons.
I certainly experienced despair within
the last few years, like many of us. During
one of my own dark times, I reached out
to a colleague. He reminded me of an
almost incomprehensible period in US
history: within a 7-day period in 1865,
the Confederacy surrendered to Ulysses
S Grant ending the Civil War, Abraham
Lincoln was murdered, and Andrew
Johnson, a southern sympathizer,
became President, threatening to nullify
the Unions victory and begin war anew.
That must have been a stressful time,
equal to our own, no doubt.
We can do this, you and I. I just need
your help.
Thanks in advance,
Dr. Rich Schoor, MD. President, SCMS
2019-2020 and 2022-2023

Medical Student Voice:

ADMINISTRATOR
Saddia Mahmood, MPH

IMPORTANT DATES
Board of Directors Meetings
6 - 8 PM

Wednesday, October 19, 2022
Wednesday, January 18, 2023
Wednesday, April 19, 2023
Wednesday, June 21, 2023

DOT Symposium

Friday, Nov. 04, 2022

HOD 2023

April 21-23 (westchester)

Physician Advocacy Day
Tuesday, March 14, 2023

Contact us to Join
**This Newsletter and all links can be found at www.SCMS-SAM.org

EMR and Mentoring Initiatives to improve the
Medical School Curriculum
Gowri Yerramalli, MS2 and Nidhi Patel, MS2; MD Candidates 2024
Stony Brook Renaissance School of Medicine
The medical school curriculum is centered around trying to provide a holistic
education, but students feel as though they are not well suited to address the
practicalities of patient-centered care through this curriculum. For instance,
health law classes have been implemented in many curricula to inform students of
their obligations and responsibilities to their patients, yet one critical component
is not addressed in these classes: navigating
the electronic medical record (EMR).
The EMR is a crucial aspect of modern
medicine, yet students lack the knowledge
of how to properly portray their patients in
a just and fair way through the system. This
leaves future physicians with the burden of
educating themselves on the equitable way
of defining their patients through EMR
notes, allowing patient care to decline and
suffer.
So how is this problem alleviated?

We’d like to hear from you!

What legal issues concern you the most in 2022?
·
·
·
·

Professional Liability/OPMC
ERE!
Cybersecurity
H
T
C
E
SEL
Estate Planning
HR/Workplace Issues

As students, we believe that incorporating an initiative on the proper ways to
utilize EMR systems can be beneficial and worthwhile to medical students, while
relieving the issues that come with inadequate education on the topic. This is
possible either through creating an EMR-focused elective class for preclinical
students or by adding an EMR-centered session in the already incorporated health
law classes provided by many syllabi. This ensures that students are not overburdened but are still retaining the proper information they will need to effectively
practice medicine. The framework for this program would include the basics of
note-writing, samples of positive and negative documentation, and a discussion
on the impact and legal implications of inadequate documentation on patient lives.
In addition to this program, another program which pairs students with physicians
around New York based on similar backgrounds and experiences will also be
implemented. This mentorship can hopefully alleviate the burden of students
having to find mentorship on their own, but also pair them with a physician that
can relate to their background to provide a better support of the specific struggles
that the student may face. With these initiatives, we can provide better care and
assistance to medical students and patients, as well as a brighter future for both.
We are currently working on these initiatives at Stony Brook’s Renaissance School
of Medicine but would like to encourage all medical schools to incorporate these
imperative motives into their curricula. Students and physicians are also welcome
in participating in the mentorship program that will be established. Details about
participation for students and physicians will be sent out soon.
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Message from our Executive Director
Changing Thought Patterns

wait, was dr. K, going to be away starting today………
Sadly, this doesn’t even list all the other worries
about your spouse’s health, the funeral you have to
attend, the CME credits, new regulations, the seminars,
how you are putting on weight or can’t get a workout in,
etc. This probably, doesn’t even take a few seconds in
your mind but it sets your day. How then can you worry
about bills the legislators are bickering about today, even
if it affects the medical profession…maybe next year?
There are enough troubles to deal with today. Anyway,
there are other doctors dealing with those things and
big organizations that lobby for the physicians, right?
Your medical society fights for you, but you are
Every day may seem like a never-ending routine
beginning with a moment of mental motivation. You our strength. The medical society is the physician body.
tell yourself, quickly, to get into the right frame of mind. It is all the doctors who, together fight these battles
Just get through this day. Yet, you know that each day continuously. It is you.
So what has the medical society done? This is a
brings surprises that you have to take care of. Its just a
lengthy list and needs a conversation longer than you
part of what you have to do.
You have to take care of the patients, answer to the will read this article. However, the best victories we
admins, deal with insurance, go to training sessions, do have had are the ones you never knew about. Bills that
your notes, fight the EHR, follow up on orders, check were never enacted because we stepped in their way.
the consults, check the supplies, guide the student, call
But, who are they?
the PA…… oh, yeah, fix the dishwasher, talk to your
kid’s teacher, plan your child’s birthday party, get the
There are so many “stakeholders” with motivations
check engine light checked,….oh, yeah work on that
presentation for tomorrow, approve the paper edits…oh and perspectives that are misguided or incomplete
Aaron Kumar, MD, MBA
Executive Director

but they all want compromise on the end and cost of
physicians.
When your day runs to an end, even though your
thoughts are already on tomorrow, the medical
society has and will continue to work on your behalf.
As part of the medical society, you have a voice, your
represented voice.
This does not just end at legislative work but also
works for the well-being of our physicians in all we
do. The Peer to Peer program, supporting our young
generation of hopeful physicians, leadership training,
etc. As a networked body of physicians, you are part of
something bigger.
Thank you for being a member of this body. Curious
on what actually goes on here?
Join us. Follow us on social media. Checkout the website
for more information.
Come meet me. Meet our President and officers.

A Message on Wellness from our Suffolk Academy
of Medicine President
WHAT OUR HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS GET WRONG
ABOUT PHYSICIAN WELL-BEING

Maria Basile, MD, MBA
SAM President 2022-2023
If there were something you could do to become a more effective physician
leader, would you do it? A magic pill, a book you could read, a class you could
take…would you be all in, or take a pass for now? I know, you’re tired. You
don’t need one more gimmick or class, pneumonic or checklist. I hear you.
Trust me, you are not alone.
In the spring of 2019, Stanford University School of Medicine conducted a
survey study of physicians and physician leaders. This project was designed
to answer the question, “Are burnout, professional fulfillment, and self-care
practices of physician leaders associated with their leadership effectiveness?”
Figure 1: The survey included assessments of professional fulfillment, selfvaluation, sleep-related impairment, and burnout. The physicians also rated
the leadership behaviors of their immediate physician supervisors, using a
standardized assessment.
Published online at JAMA Network Open in 2020 (Shanafelt TD, Makowski
MS, Wang H, et al. Association of Burnout, Professional Fulfillment, and
Self-care Practices of Physician Leaders With Their Independently Rated
Leadership Effectiveness. Netw Open. 2020;3(6):e207961. doi:10.1001/
jamanetworkopen.2020.7961. Full Text here), the results of multiple validated
survey tools, assessing professional fulfillment, self-valuation, sleep-related
impairment, and burnout were paired with leadership behavior scores, derived
from survey of the physicians they supervised. Over 2500 clinical faculty,

including residents and fellows, were surveyed. Between 60 and 70 percent of
those surveyed responded.
At the time of publication, this was recognized as the first study of its kind,
evaluating the association between leaders’ own level of well-being and their
independently rated leadership behavior.
Statistically significant associations between leaders’ level of burnout as well
as personal fulfillment and their leadership “scores” were observed. In other
words, as level of burnout increased, ratings of the leader’s effectiveness were
lower. Higher reports of personal fulfillment derived from their work were
associated with higher leadership effectiveness scores.
A significant association between leaders’ own level of self-valuation and their
leadership behavior score was also noted. These results persisted even after
adjusting for leader sex and age. Overall, it was found that 10% of the variation
in independently rated leadership behavior scores was associated with leaders’
own burnout scores.
The investigators at Stanford concluded that, although 90% of physician leaders’
effectiveness may be due to other factors, such as participatory management,
team and trust building skills, and alignment of values with their team, which
can vary considerably depending on the leader and role, there is a dimension
(physician leader well-being) that is directly associated with effectiveness that
“may have near universal applicability to all leaders.”
Shanafelt and his team go on to suggest that physician leader well-being “receive
meaningful attention as a foundational concept of organizational leadership
development efforts.” They remark that framing attention to well-being as a
leadership attribute, rather than a self-care issue, is also more likely to alter
leaders’ behavior.
Another interesting finding was that there did not seem to be a significant
association between leaders’ own level of burnout, professional fulfillment, or
self-valuation and the scores of the physicians they led in these same domains.
There was, however, a direct association between leaders’ sleep-related
impairment and sleep-related impairment scores among those they supervised.
This finding was consistent with observations from prior studies outside
medicine that suggest that when leaders publicly devalue sleep (boasting about
burning the candle at both ends), the members of their team sleep a mean of
25 minutes less each night. (Barnes C. Sleep well, lead better. Harv Bus Rev.
2018; 2018:140-143.)
By our oath as physicians, we routinely put the needs of our patients
before our own needs. As physician leaders, we may also put our team
members’ and those that we supervise needs before our own.
(continued on page 10)
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Reflection Corner
Individual Care to Population Health:
Experiencing a Paradigm Shift
The following is a reflective piece submitted
By Louis Verardo, MD, FAAFP
Family Medicine
[it is with the expressed permission of NYSAFP and Dr. Verardo that this is being
republished from Family Doctor, Volume five, number four Spring 2017]

My training in the 1970s reflected the changes occurring in both the
healthcare system and American society at the time. Family practice (the initial
designation of our newly-formed specialty) had been developed from a longstanding tradition of general practice, but with a new mandate: to serve as a
response to not only the increasing fragmentation of scientific medical care,
but also its oftperceived impersonal nature. New understanding from the social
sciences helped in the creation of the biopsychosocial model, which became a
response to a purely reductionist view of illness as experienced by the patient.
Recognition that “common things occurred commonly” provided the rationale
for curriculum which emphasized the usual reasons people sought medical
assistance, the typical diseases and conditions seen in community practice, the
need to provide care in a variety of settings, and the expectation that newlygraduated residents would be integrated into the existing healthcare systems
throughout the country by joining a practice, taking an academic position, and
serving on a hospital staff. All of this, while providing the full scope of practice
which this new specialty envisioned for its members.
And for a while, that was how it went. Family physicians spread into
communities throughout the country, although we were most warmly
welcomed in rural locations, where a “jack of all trades” clinician filled a real
and necessary need. In my own experience, my initial practice was in such a
community, where I was able to reverse a prior trend of 85% of medical care
going “off-island” (I was in coastal New England) and where I was able to
utilize the full scope of the training I had previously completed in a suburban
community hospital.
Which brings to mind another important note: most of the residency programs
initially approved in our discipline were located in community hospitals, often
with no other competing graduate medical education programs. This was a
departure for the AMA (the main body responsible for postgraduate training
at the time), and it allowed for the explosive growth of residencies
once family practice became a recognized specialty in 1969. However, there
would be a catch: the hospitals hosting these new, training programs would
struggle continually to balance service and education for the trainees in its
programs, and would need to recruit clinical faculty to serve as teachers for the
residents. This is where an affiliation with an academic medical center would
provide the prestige of a faculty appointment to the generalists and specialists
on the hospital’s medical staff, plus bring in continuing medical education
resources useful to the local medical community. Enthusiasm for the graduate
medical education presence within the hospital was at times variable, but
economic incentives, enhanced oportunities for specialty referral, and genuine
commitment to medical excellence all combined to create a workable system
which turned out good clinicians able to admit hospitalized patients, perform
common office surgical procedures, provide well child and maternity care, and
deal with a range of behavioral conditions seen regularly within the general
population.
There were several core values emphasized during my training, and
repeatedly highlighted by my preceptors during our work in a variety of
settings. One was care of the whole family: we were given a panel of patients
during our first year and expected to deal with any illness encountered by
those family members throughout our three years of residency. That required
a knowledge of any needed vaccinations and an understanding of other
preventive care measures across a wide age spectrum, plus a working database
of disease states expected in both children and adults. Another was continuity,
which meant following your patients longitudinally across a variety of
healthcare platforms, and often regardless of whether you were officially on

duty. A third was the need for continuous self-learning, given the ongoing
explosion of medical information. A final core value was a sense of being part
of a medical community. Our hospital had a doctor’s lounge and a small coffee
shop where a surprising amount of informal consultation and inter-specialty
medical communication was exchanged; in addition, it fostered a strong
sense of professional identity. The subsequent years and beyond brought
significant changes to undergraduate and graduate medical education, to
daily practice, to the primary care workforce, and to the medical profession’s
sense of itself. Increasing medical student debt burden provided incentives
to shorten undergraduate education from four to three years. At the same
time, consideration was given to “track” medical students into differing class
schedules, based on a stated preference for surgical versus non-surgical career
choices. Graduate education was now undergoing significant restriction in the
hours worked as a result of the Libby Zion case, with concerns raised about
the implications for resident readiness to assume full clinical responsibilities
upon graduation. Managed care had appeared as a solution to rising medical
costs but became a transformative (and disruptive) force in the patient-doctor
relationship, as the main focus became not an individual patient seeking
care from a specific doctor, but rather a clinician taking responsibility for
a panel of patients grouped solely by the fact of having similar insurance
coverage. New colleagues appeared, in the form of PAs and NPs, who were
eager to become part of the clinical workforce and were initially willing to
work collaboratively with existing doctors as “physician extenders”. Finally,
the medical profession saw itself being transformed from a “cottage industry”
(individual private practitioners, autonomous in setting their own rules and
regulations, including fee structures) into a more corporate entity, now subject
to mounting regulations on a variety of fronts (government and insurance
companies) and increasingly perceived as a business rather than as a learned
profession.
Along with these changes came the perceived need to fundamentally revamp
the entire care delivery system. While the official reason given was improved
health, economic motivation was apparent as well, as local, state, and federal
government officials struggled to contain costs. Now, the plan was to look at a
population (defined in various ways), project its potential for illness (including
mental health issues), promote its wellness, devise a way to provide primary,
specialty, and tertiary care, and do so in a way which brings down overall costs.
Quality of care would be assessed with a variety of metrics (developed through
national guidelines), finances would be used to reward “good” clinicians (and
perhaps weed out “low value” care being given to patients), large aggregates
of data would be collected from EMRs via computerized links, and statistical
analysis would enable hospitals, “providers” (a term which now included nonphysician practitioners), and communities to generate a health “scorecard”.
There are some practical problems inherent in such a system. One is the
current lack of interoperability among the different EMRs. Currently, there
are a handful of large systems which have achieved some limited capability
to exchange data between different electronic medical records. My own
experience with our current EMR has given me a sense of the hurdles that
must be overcome in trying to collect simple data from several independent
community hospitals as well as the local labs and x-ray facilities. Another is the
fact that all the clinicians present in a local population are not either employed
by, or even affiliated with, some central medical entity. Until that happens, there
will be medical impacts on a community which will not be under some form of
centralized control. That means not only economic control, but also in terms
of providing some form of standardized care. My own institution, like other
groups around the country, is growing its network and utilizing standard care
measurement metrics to “brand” itself in a distinctive way, with expectations
for quality control, name recognition, and economic success.
An additional issue is the need to gather large volumes of data during
what had traditionally been a highly personal encounter between the doctor
and patient. Patients are increasingly subjectto an intense series of questions,
beginning from the creation of an appointment, continuing throughout
the office encounter (accompanied usually by a harried clinician typing
on a keyboard with back turned to the patient), and often followed by a
“postmarketing survey” designed to assess the effectiveness of said encounter.
Clinicians are required to document large volumes of data detailing not only
the chief complaint, reason for visit, and the actual physical exam (all required
previously as well in a paper system), but also key preventive items, various
behavioral aspects of the social history, and significant measurements defining
a patient’s readiness to participate in their own health decisions. It’s not that
such information isn’t important, it clearly is; the issue is whether documenting
such information during a time-limited visit is an optimal use of an already
tightly-scheduled clinician. One other point and this is philosophical. I perceive
some of this information as more appropriate to the realm of public health, or
at least some version of preventive medicine not involved in direct patient care.
Taking care of patients is messy, burdensome, and difficult; it is also joyful,
fulfilling, and extremely satisfying. Those of us who see patients understand
these sentiments. Had we wanted something a step removed from the bedside,
we would have opted for that.
(continued on page 8)
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What’s with Vertical Mergers?
Charles Rothberg, MD
Past MSSNY and
SCMS President

Health care economic struggles appear as enduring as any hurdles that face physicians today. The CVS-Aetna merger is
one such example of why policy opposing these mergers in health care is warranted.
Let me explain. Back in 2017, CVS, the pharmacy chain that used to sell soda pop and cigarettes, also owned a PBM (a Pharmacy Benefit Management
company that makes and exploits markets for the pharmaceuticals we all consume) and a retail clinic. They announced a proposal to acquire a major health
insurer, Aetna. The combined company, they claimed, would enable all kinds of operational efficiencies. They claimed that these efficiencies would produce cost
savings and promote innovations (with no specificity to their claim) in health care that would benefit consumers. It was a $70 billion transaction that required
approval of various state and federal regulators. I (along with others) lobbied and offered testimony against the merger and particularly the viscous cycle of
health care churn that this company was engaged in. I testified before the state legislature, the Department of Justice, and the state insurance department (DFSDepartment of Financial Services). We lobbied individual elected officials and got some attention in the press.
In economics, this transaction is known as a ‘vertical’ merger - the combination of business entities at different levels in the supply chain. Oil companies are
an example of vertically integrated entities - they own oil wells, the refinery, the distribution network and the retail store, for example. (It is my belief that the
vertical integration of the oil industry contributes to the unconscionably high prices we have experienced lately).
Vertical mergers are distinct from horizontal ones in that horizontal ones are mergers between entities at the same level in the supply chain. An example
would be a merger of 2 physician practices, 2 insurers, 2 hospitals, or 2 cell phone carriers.
Regulators are quite adept in protecting consumers from the adverse consequences of market consolidation from horizontal mergers. They can order the
breakup of horizontal monopolies. Standard Oil and AT&T are well known examples.
They can also reject approval of mergers. The non-approval of Aetna-Humana and Anthem-Cigna are two recent examples in the health care sector.
But unlike horizontal ones, the adverse impact of vertical mergers seems to elude regulators and other experts - our AMA included. Perhaps the promise of
operational efficiencies of these proposals are just too compelling.
In addition, vertical monopolies can be just as anti-consumer as horizontal ones. In practice, companies rarely, if ever, pass the operational savings along to
consumers. And these mergers are especially difficult to unwind.
Not all monopolies are anti-consumer. Public utilities and public transportation benefit consumers. But they are highly regulated. In health care, there are
certain safe harbors as well - such as clinically integrated entities. Whenever laxity is permitted in the anti-trust environment regulation should always train its
focus upon the net impact on the consumer.
So I read with interest the latest abuse of CVS Aetna https://ag.ny.gov/press-release/2022/attorney-general-james-sues-cvs-harming-new-york-safetynet-hospitals-and-clinics. ( btw, they also were implicated in fueling the opioid epidemic https://www.fiercehealthcare.com/finance/federal-jury-holds-cvswalgreens-and-walmart-responsible-for-role-opioid-crisis despite then CEO Larry Merlo’s testimony to the contrary) .
If the AG’s charges are true, while we were offering testimony opposing an expansion of CVS monopoly power, they were already illegally leveraging it to
unfairly enrich themselves - at the expense of our safety net hospitals, our taxpayers and our poorest patients. There exists a precedent in health care against this
kind of activity. Physicians have long been forbidden from this kind of activity under the Stark regulations. Perhaps some redistribution may be in order here.
Or at least more properly restrict the adverse business practices that abound.
Ultimately, payment reform needs to overcome marketplace distortions, align the business model with our nation’s health care goals (not one that purely
prioritizes the goals of investors), realign the healthcare financing framework in a manner to catalyze and sustain a system that overcomes the challenges of a
most complex and important sector. Ours.
This is one illustration of the failure of ‘market based’ reforms in health care. And vertical integration in particular. National policy to oppose most vertical
mergers in health care is urgently needed. MSSNY already has such a policy.
Stay tuned. Stay engaged!

			Join Us!

					
Call us:
631 - 851 - 1400 or
Email us:
scms3@scms-sam.org and/or
Visit us:
331 E. Main Street,
				Patchogue, NY 11772
				
www.scms-sam.org			
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Events
Annual Gathering June 16, 2022
It was nice to see you all at our annual gathering at Blackstone this year where the
new SCMS and SAM officers took their oaths to serve for this coming year. Our
Scholarship winners were also announced and our 50th year anniversary physicians
were recognized.

New Officer Inauguration

Incoming officers taking oath. Pictured standing from Left to Right: Maria Basile, MD, MBA;
Deborah Blenner, MD; Hannah Ortiz, MD, MBA; Richard Schoor, MD;
Leslie Marino, MD,MPH; Charles Rothberg, MD

This year’s Doctors of Tomorrow Award Winners !!!

Congratulations
to our Suffolk County
HS students!

Pictured from Left to Right: Marlene McKinney (Half Hollow Hills); Lilly Resciniti (Rocky Point);
Dr. Ernest Vomero; Dr. Maria Basile; Lisa Kovacs (Northport); Matteo Cornetta (Northport);
Atoria Hamm (Bayshore); Atonia Pavek (Sachem East); and Lauren Peralta (Sachem North).
Not pictured, Brooke Geiser (Miller Place) and Emma LaMountain (Miller Place)
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Individual Care to Population Health: Experiencing a
Paradigm Shift
By Louis Verardo, MD, FAAFP, cont. from p. 5

So what implications are there for our current and future workforce? For those of us well into our work, change requires adaptation. That may mean
discarding certain treasured workflow processes and creating new ones. I never learned to type, so I dictated throughout most of my career. Voice recognition
programs exist, but the EMRs often still require keyboarding to get the needed “clicks” for billing and metric data collection purposes. Scribes are one answer,
but they are an expense which may not be an available option for everyone. I have been advised to learn typing; at my age of 66, I will attempt to renew the
synapticplasticity of my neurons one more time, having used most of that reserve for learning new drugs from The Medical Letter. I have reluctantly surrendered
my devotion to continuity to the needs of accommodating a hectic schedule of patients shuttling to and from nearby hospitals and their EDs for “transition of
care” appointments (made more challenging by the fact that my colleagues and I no longer personally attend to our admitted patients, due to the presence of
hospitalists). I spend hours connected to my “virtual office” after I leave my physical one, and the availability of instant digital communication has meant that I
am really never “off call” (sadly, even on vacation, otherwise I face an overstuffed digital
message box crammed with labs, prescription requests, and reports to review while I am
facing a packed schedule of patients requiring my full attention).
And what about our future colleagues in family medicine? Are we training our
residents correctly to enter a field very changed from our own experience? Well, like
everything else in medicine, the answer is: it depends. Having been involved in residency
training as faculty until recently, I feel that ACGME guidelines for our specialty have
continued to stress the needed breadth of training expected for a family doctor to work
in a variety of settings. What I might begin to add would be enhanced training in clinical
epidemiology and statistics usually given in preventive medicine residencies (especially
via an MPH degree), plus exposure to some administrative training beyond practice
management, a subject already covered in current core content guidelines. Both of these
would provide tools for future work within the care of focused populations, as well as
prepare physicians for functioning within a healthcare team in which he or she might
be managing teams of advanced practice nurses, physician assistants, and non-degree
patient care specialists.
Future colleagues in family medicine have grown up in a digital world from day one.
While their familiarity and comfort withcomputers in general will make them uniquely
qualified for managing large data sets and whole populations, they will also need to
maintain the fund of knowledge, bedside manner, and communication skills required
to deliver competent and compassionate personal care to individual patients. In this
paradigm shift, we gain the ability to improve “throughput” of patients, but we lose the
continuity of keeping those patients and their doctors together. We gain the potential to provide an impressive array of preventive services, including mental
health services, but we lack the infrastructure within most primary care practices to replace the loss of a robust public health safety net for some communities.
We have a business model now for health care, more corporate in structure, and not at all like the “mom and pop” nature of the primary care landscape in which
I trained, but we struggle with the loss of our former professional identity as we create a new sense of ourselves.
Finally, a couple of quotes:
This from the 1949 issue of a British medical journal:
‘How does one become a good doctor? When one doctor says
of another, “He is a good doctor”, the words have a particular
meaning. You will hear the expression used not only about
some general practitioners, but also about some specialists.
As I understand it a good doctor is one who is shrewd in
diagnosis and wise treatment; but, more than that, he is a
person who never spares himself in the interest of his patients;
and in addition he is a man who studies the patient not only
as a case but also as an individual…The good doctor, whether
general practitioner or specialist, is also a man who studies the
patient’s personality as well as his disease’
And the second one is from Dr. William Bean, in a 1963
issue of Archives of Internal Medicine:
‘The one mark of maturity, especially in a physician…is the
capacity to deal with uncertainty’
I can’t imagine better advice heading into a paradigm shift.
Louis Verardo, MD, FAAFP, is Clinical Assistant Professor
in the Department of Family, Population, and Preventive
Medicine at SUNY Stony Brook School of Medicine, and an
active NYSAFP member
[it is with the expressed permission of NYSAFP and Dr. Verardo that this is
being republished from Family Doctor, Volume five, number four Spring 2017]

ATTENTION PHYSICIANS
Ruskin Moscou Faltischek has represented physicians, practices, healthcare facilities
and businesses for more than 50 years in the followings areas:
Practice & Business Formation
Shareholder Agreements & Corporate
Governance
Purchase and Sale of Practices & Businesses
Succession Planning
Mergers & Joint Ventures
Management Service Organizations
Managing Care Contracting
Employment Contracts
Wage and Hour Claims
Restrictive Covenants
Employee Handbooks & Policies

For more
information
contact:

516.663.6600

Certificate of Need Licensing
Healthcare Litigation
Partner Disputes
Fraud & Abuse and Regulatory Issues
Government Investigations & Payor Audits
Compliance Programs & Training
Professional Discipline/OPMC Proceedings
Hospital Privilege Disputes
Cybersecurity
Commercial Leases
Estate Planning
Intellectual Property

Jay B. Silverman, Partner and Co-Chair of the Health Law Department
at 516-663-6606 or email jsilverman@rmfpc.com

Long Island - 1425 RXR Plaza, Uniondale, NY
Manhattan - 7 Penn Plaza, New York, NY
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Public Health

Scott R. Campbell, PhD
Laboratory Chief
Heartland Virus Disease
Suffolk County Department of Health
Services Arthropod-Borne Disease
Laboratory
Heartland virus disease is a tick-borne illness caused by the Heartland virus, genus Bandavirus, which is transmitted
by the lone star tick (Amblyomma americanum).
In 2009, Heartland virus was first identified in two patients from Missouri. As of January 2021, more than 50 human
cases of Heartland virus disease have been reported primarily from states in the Midwestern and Southern United
States (i.e. Arkansas, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Missouri, North Carolina, Oklahoma, and
Tennessee), where lone star tick populations are well established. Human cases have been adults that became sick primarily May through September when lone
star ticks are most active.
Symptoms of Heartland virus disease include fever, fatigue, decreased appetite, headache, nausea, diarrhea, and muscle or joint pain. Some patients also have
leukopenia, thrombocytopenia, and mild to moderate elevation of liver transaminases. Many patients are hospitalized because of their symptoms. It can take up
to two weeks for symptoms to appear after an infected tick bite.
Symptoms of Heartland virus disease are often similar to those of other tick-borne illnesses, such as ehrlichiosis or anaplasmosis. Heartland virus disease
should be considered in patients being treated for ehrlichiosis or anaplasmosis who do not readily respond to treatment with doxycycline.
Diagnosis of Heartland virus disease includes molecular and serologic testing that can be performed at CDC and NYSDOH Wadsworth Center. There are no
commercially available tests for Heartland virus infection in the United States.
Treatment of Heartland virus disease is supportive. There are no vaccines or medications to prevent or treat infection with Heartland virus. Healthcare
providers may be able to provide medications and other care to help treat symptoms. Some patients may need to be hospitalized for intravenous fluids and
treatment for pain, fever, or other related symptoms. Of the more than 50 human cases nationally, most people have fully recovered with supportive care.
However, a few older individuals with medical comorbidities have died due to Heartland virus infections.
Heartland disease in Suffolk County: During 2018, Heartland virus was detected in a lone star tick removed from a Suffolk County resident with no travel
history. The person had mild Heartland virus disease symptoms and showed seroconversion for Heartland virus antibodies. Subsequent tick surveillance
and white-tailed deer serosurveys showed widespread distribution of Heartland virus in Suffolk County. The study can be found in Emerging and Infectious
Diseases. Fortunately, the infection rate of lone star ticks with Heartland virus appears very low at approximately 1% or less.
Lone star ticks are found throughout Suffolk County and can be active from approximately late March through September. Therefore all residents of and
visitors to Suffolk County are at potential risk, albeit an extremely low risk, of acquiring Heartland virus infection from the bite a lone star tick during this time.
Individuals that engage in outdoor work and recreational activities have an increased risk of tick bites. Everyone at risk of tick bites should take precautions
for tick bite prevention, which includes frequent tick checks of individuals and pets, tuck your pants into your socks, tuck your shirt into your pants and use
repellents as directed. Prompt and proper tick removal is essential and may decrease your chances of getting tick-borne diseases.
Reporting: Heartland virus is not currently a notifiable disease, but CDC asks that states report possible cases of Heartland virus on a voluntary basis.
If a healthcare provider has a patient with an acute illness that might be compatible with Heartland virus disease, please contact Suffolk County Department
of Health, Division of Public Health at 631-854-0333.

Daniel E. Choi, MD
Elected SCMS Councilor
to the Medical Society of the State of New York
MSSNY is the State’s Primary Professional
Organization for Physicians

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK
865 Merrick Avenue, Westbury, New York 11590-9007
http://www.mssny.org
Communications Division
Telephone: (516) 488-6100

Westbury, NY—May 31, 2022— Daniel E. Choi, MD was elected
Councilor to the Medical Society of the State of New York on May 21st.
Dr. Choi is an Orthopaedic Spine Surgeon in private practice as the owner/
founder of New York Spine Medicine and Surgery, PLLC.
A graduate of Northwestern University, Dr. Choi also received his
medical degree from Northwestern’s Feinberg School of Medicine and
completed his Orthopaedic Surgery residency at Rutgers Medical School.
Additionally, he completed his combined orthopaedic and neurosurgical
spine surgery fellowship at Harvard Medical School, Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center.
An active member of organized medicine since 2017, Dr. Choi served as
MSSNY’s Young Physician’s Chair from 2019-2021, MSSNY HOD Delegate
from 2017-2020, and Suffolk County Medical Society Vice President (2020)

and Treasurer (2019). He is currently serving as MSSNY’s Vice-Chair
of the Federal Candidate Evaluation Committee, Continuing Medical
Education Assistant Commissioner, CME Educational ProgramsSubcommittee Assistant Commissioner, CME Survey-Subcommittee
Assistant Commissioner and as a member of the Legislative and
Physician Advocacy Committee. Dr. Choi is also a member of MSSNY’s
Long Range Planning Committee, MSSNYPAC’s Officers and Executive
Committee, and is an AMA Private Practice Section Alternate Delegate.
Over the past several years, Dr. Choi has been instrumental in
MSSNY’s advocacy efforts, bringing awareness to key issues such as
surprise billing, and working to increase physician engagement in
advocating for medical profession with a “patients first” philosophy.
He has creatively and effectively utilized social media to educate the
public on these advocacy efforts and is a founding/Board Member of The
Association of Health Care Social Media. Dr. Choi has also been a guest on
Sirius XM Doctor Radio, Becker’s Healthcare Podcast and the Accad and
Koka Report.
###
Founded in 1807, the Medical Society of the State of New York is the
state’s principal non-profit professional organization for physicians,
residents, and medical students of all specialties. Its mission is to represent
the interests of patients and physicians to assure quality healthcare services
for all.
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Theranostics- PSMA PET scanning
By David Eagle, MD
NY Cancer & Blood Specialists
In the United States, one man in eight will be diagnosed with prostate cancer. Last
year, approximately 270,000 men were diagnosed with prostate cancer and approximately
35,000 died of the disease. Thankfully, we are making progress on multiple fronts.
Prostate cancer screening can save lives. Men with cancer localized to the prostate gland
can be cured with surgery or radiation therapy. Patients with more advanced disease have
multiple therapy options that were simply not available 10 years ago - targeted therapy
to block hormone pathways, immune therapy, therapy to target genetic tumor defects,
chemotherapy and more. It makes a difference - patients are living longer.
One exciting new advance belongs to a category of technology called theranostics. This
uses special biologic molecules to help X-ray studies detect small amounts of prostate
cancer. A latest example is PSMA PET scanning. This technology uses a special molecule
to make PET scans find prostate cancer better. This more accurate information helps
doctors decide which patients are more likely to benefit from surgery or radiation therapy
for localized disease. It also helps doctors find recurrences if a patient’s PSA begins to rise
after initial treatment.
New technologies can only help patients if patients have access to them. Unfortunately,
this is not the case for PSMA PET scanning. Reimbursement rules and the amounts paid
for the agents for PMSA PET scanning are determined by regional Medicare bureaucracies
known as Medicare Administrative Contractors - MACs. New York’s MAC region is
run by a company called National Governmental Services. Currently, this agency has set
reimbursement rates for the special agents that make PMSA PET scanning possible below
the true costs of the cancer centers that use them. Therefore, clinics cannot use them and
patients in need do not have access to a study that may help save their lives.
It doesn’t have to be this way. The same MAC reimburses similar agents in a way that allows
cancer clinics to provide the services to patients. A simple change to the reimbursement
formula for PMSA PET scanning to match these other agents would allow New York
prostate cancer patients to access the best and latest technology to fight their disease.

WHAT OUR HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS GET WRONG

50 Years of Service
We honor the following Physicians for
completing 50 Years of Service:
Glenn D. Arvan, MD
Viruppamattam M. Augustine, MD
Michael S. Balkin, MD
Robert Berson, MD
Paul Bonheim, MD
Alfredo Mendoza Cabusora, Jr., MD
Michael P. Cesa, MD
Aziz Chaudry, MD
William M. Frank, MD
Lawrence A. Horn, MD
Osmania Hyderabad, MD
Robert Alan Jacobs, MD
Urvashi Kapoor, MD
Neil Jay Kurtz, MD
Richard A. Legouri, MD
Edward J. Lipinsky, MD
Richard S. Litman, MD
Craig B. Ordway, MD
Steven Perlmutter, MD
Shlomo Piontkowski, MD
Soma N. Pulipati, MD
Siram Satyanath, MD
Viktor Smirov, MD
Harvey Stern, MD
Satyanarayana V. Tanguturi, MD
Lawrence C. Zweibel, MD

ABOUT PHYSICIAN WELL-BEING
By Maria Basile, MD, MBA, cont. from p. 4

The influence of our actions and behaviors on our patients, our colleagues, those we
supervise, and others we work with cannot be overstated. The findings in this study are
a call to action to physician leaders and the organizations and systems that rely on and
develop physician leaders.
Physician (and physician-leader) well-being is more than “self-care.” It’s more than
going to a yoga or meditation class, eating a more plant-based diet, or making your bed
each morning (all important, of course…I’ll just assume you already are ).
I’m talking about acknowledging the impact we have as role models for our patients, our
teams, and many others around us. The attitude of “Do as I say, not as I do,” is no longer
an effective way to lead. Staying late to finish up charts, so your residents or students can
go home within prescribed work-hours isn’t helping anyone (least of all, your patients).
Focused and creative organizational attention to physician leaders’ well-being, and the
workflows, relationships, activities and rest that support well-being must be prioritized
and balanced against unsustainable expectations of selfless sacrifice, limitless internal
resources, and servant leadership.
Maria Basile, MD, MBA is President of the Suffolk Academy of Medicine and Immediate
Past-President of the Suffolk County Medical Society. She is Clinical Assistant Professor
of Family, Population and Preventive Medicine and Associate Director of the Center for
Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care, and Bioethics at Stony Brook University’s
Renaissance School of Medicine.
Dr. Basile is also the Vice-speaker for the Medical Society of the State of New York, and
Vice-chair of MSSNY’s Physician Wellness and Resiliency Committee. You may contact
Dr. Basile by email:
maria.basile@stonybrookmedicine.edu.

Doctors of Tomorrow
ESSAY WINNER:
By Brooke Geiser
The intercom crackled, “Paging Dr. Geiser to OR 1”. I prepare
myself as I scrub in and the OR nurse announces, “Patient:
65 Male. Fractured Femur. Started an IV to KVO. Anesthesia
being administered”. I scan over the patient and I know I will be
performing an ORIF, everything comes back naturally. As much
as I have done this procedure, I always enter the room as if it’s my
first case, there is no room for error. My team works like a fine
orchestra playing the most beautiful symphony.
As I operate, I vividly remember a case from medical school. On
the first day, I was taught that comfort is the most important. The
memories fade away as I hear myself say he can be transported to
recovery.
I am exhausted but I love it. I update my patient’s loved one. She is
so thankful and seeing her face reminds me of why I do what I do.
I’ve always loved medicine since I took my first anatomy course.
Always curious about what makes things tick, I recognized
anatomy was the key that opened the door to so many possibilities.
My beeper goes off and I realize it is just my alarm. At 17, this was
my dream, I knew I wanted to be a physician as I sat in my bed
with my suture kit. All of this and more makes me want to be a
doctor.
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Suffolk Academy of Medicine Scholarship Programs
DOCTORS OF TOMORROW
The Doctors of Tomorrow (DOT) Scholarship
Program saw another successful year! Applicants
from twelve high schools across Suffolk County
submitted applications for the following awards:
• DOT Medical School Scholarships (three $1000):
Awarded to high school seniors based on their
interest in medicine, extra-curricular activities,
academic ability, essay, recommendations, and
physician evaluation.
1st Place:
		

Marlene McKinney of
Half Hollow Hills HS

2nd Place:
Matteo Cornetta of
		Northport HS
3rd Place:
		

PAST PRESIDENT’S AWARD
Two $500 awards are granted to a medical student and/or medical
resident from Suffolk County who have demonstrated a strong commitment
to public health and community.

Antonia Pavek of
Sachem East HS

Alternate:
Lisa Kovaks of
		Northport HS
Alternate:
		

Lilly Resciniti of
Rocky Point HS

Alternate:
		

Emma LaMountain of
Miller Place HS

• Essay Awards ($300, $200, $100): Awarded to high
school students with the best essays on the major
influence on their decision to pursue medicine.
Best Essay:
		

Brooke Geiser of
Miller Place HS

2nd Place:
		

Lauren Peralta of
Sachem North HS

3rd Place:
		

Antonia Pavek of
Sachem East HS

1936 -2021

This year’s award honored the late Dr. Elise Korman, MD who served
as SCMS’s first female president in 1985. She ran her family medicine
private practice in Suffolk county. She was not only an active member of
the American Academy of Family Physicians, but she was also a charter
Fellow who proceeded to become president of the Suffolk County chapter
and the NY State president of the AAFP. She was active on numerous
national committees and served in MSSNY governance. For over 20 years,
she served as Deputy Medical Examiner for Suffolk County. She supported
Southampton Village on the Board of Appeals and through her retirement,
continued serving the community in which she lived. Dr. Korman was a true
pioneer for women in both medical and government sectors.
Recipients of this years award:
Hans Chiang, MD – PGY4 Internal Medicine / Pediatrics
				
of Stony Brook University Hospital
Naveed Nikpour – MS1 of Stony Brook Medical School

• Edith Friedman Scholarship ($300): Given to a
high school senior with outstanding community
service.
Lisa Kovaks of Northport HS
• Robert A. Scher, M.D. Scholarship ($200): Given
to a high school senior who has demonstrated a
keen interest in school or local government and
politics.
Atoria Hamm of Bay Shore HS
Many Suffolk County physicians volunteered to be part of the applicant review
committee and with the “Day with a Physician” component of the DOT program, held
virtually this year and last.

THANK YOU DOCTORS for volunteering your time!!!
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THANK YOU:

Dr. Tomarken

For the webinar on International Health Work
September 13th

Thank you to all who joined us at
the September 23rd Event!

Special Thanks to Dr.
Ramin Rak and Family and
to Dr. Richard Schoor
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HEALTH LAW ALERT
Aggravated Identity Theft:
A simple enhancement or an automatic weapon
Douglas M. Nadjari, Esq.
Ruskin Moscou Faltischek P.C.

LAW ALERT
SEPTEMBER 13, 2022
BY: DOUGLAS M. NADJARI, ESQ.

Aggravated Identity Theft: A simple enhancement or an automatic weapon
A federal appeals court recently endorsed an interpretation of “aggravated identity theft” so aggressive that it
could embrace nearly all health care fraud cases. In so doing, federal courts could impose a de facto two-year
minimum term of imprisonment for nearly any healthcare fraud involving patient information, even when the
identifying data is lawfully obtained.
The federal Aggravated Identity theft statute proscribes the knowingly transfer, possession or use, without
lawful authority, of the means of identification of another in furtherance of a variety of enumerated offenses
including those related to the theft of public funds, bank fraud, health care fraud, and any kind of mail fraud or
wire fraud. The statute holds that, in addition to the punishment provided for the underlying felony, courts must
apply a mandatory two-year sentencing enhancement to anyone convicted of an enumerated offense...”. [1]
Prosecutors are employing the aggravated identity theft statute as a weapon to raise the stakes, coerce
cooperation and force guilty pleas, even when mitigating circumstances may exist. While it has been greeted
with mixed reviews by some courts, a perilously broad interpretation was recently applied by the Fifth Circuit in
U.S. v. David Dubin. [2]
David Dubin worked at his father’s psychological services company, an entity that provided mental health
testing to residents of emergency shelters. The panoply of services included clinical interviews, testing
assessments and annual report. A licensed psychological associate working for the Dubins, conducted
psychological testing for the patient at issue but did not conduct a clinical interview. Somewhere along the way
the Dubins directed their employee to bill Medicaid for both the interview and three hours of psychological
testing for that patient, even though those services were not rendered.
The government posited that aggravated identity theft is an “automatic” additional offense that applies whenever
somebody commits provider payment healthcare fraud and Dubin was convicted of one count each of
healthcare fraud, conspiracy to commit healthcare fraud and aggravated identity theft. Even though Dubin had
lawful authority to possess and use the patient’s Medicaid identifying information to obtain lawful payments, by
submitting false claims, the court accepted the government’s position at sentencing that he misused the
information and, thus, committed aggravated identity theft. Dubin appealed claiming that since he did not “steal
“anyone’s identity, he did not commit identity theft and the two year enhancement should not apply to him. In
upholding the conviction, the majority pointed out that while the words “identity theft“ are found in the statute’s
caption, they appears nowhere in its text. Rather, the text provides a much broader prohibition, encompassing
the unlawful transfer, possession or use of identifying information. [3]
_____________________
[1] 18 U.S.C. § 1028A (a)(1)
[2] U.S. v David Dubin, 27 F.4th 1021 (5th Cir. 2022)
[3] The court also noted that Dubin failed to raise a timely objection to the proposed jury instruction and his challenge was
unpreserved.
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TAKE ACTION: Help Stop Malpractice Liability Increases

A degree in Medicine is one of the most accomplished degrees in the world, and it is becoming seemingly more difficult to survive financially. New
York's medical liability payouts are already 68% more than any other state, making it the highest per capita liability payment.
Without raising your voice to Governor Hochul, it will be even higher. (use url https://p2a.co/xhzKZZL) There is currently a bill to be signed that
could likely increase the cost of medical liability insurance by 40% due to expanding the types of damages awarded in wrongful death action. This
increase will have untold financial ramifications as it ripples across healthcare: affecting institutions, groups, and sole practitioners. MSSNY has
been voicing our opposition, in conjunction with many other groups who will also be adversely impacted and now we need you to have Governor
Hochul hear yours (use url https://p2a.co/xhzKZZL)! Don’t just stand by. Please let her know about the impact that this legislation will have to
patient care in your community.
MSSNY needs you to act now before this is signed into law.

MEDICAL SOCIETY
of the

STATE OF NEW YORK
Morris Auster, Esq.
Senior Vice President /

Division of Governmental Affairs

ON ASSEMBLY FLOOR

A.6770 (WEINSTEIN)

IN SENATE FINANCE
COMMITTEE

S.74-A (HOYLMAN)

Chief Legislative Counsel

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION

AN ACT to amend to amend the estates, powers and
trusts law, in relation to payment and distribution of
damages in wrongful death actions
This measure would amend the estates, powers and trusts law, to authorize an award in a wrongful
death action to include compensation for grief or anguish, the loss of love and companionship, loss of
services and support and the loss of nurture and guidance. This bill will vastly increase the amount of
recoverable damages in these cases far beyond the level and intent of the law when it was first
enacted and as it has been applied for generations. In light of the already outrageously high medical
liability insurance costs facing physicians and hospitals, not to mention the enormous reduction in
patient revenue as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic that delayed elective surgeries and prevented
patients from leaving their homes, MSSNY strongly opposes this measure and urges that it be
defeated.
The law currently allows the decedent’s estate and family members to bring separate actions - which
inevitably become linked - to hold tortfeasors accountable for both economic damages and the pain
and suffering caused to the decedent. The decedent’s estate sues for both the decedent’s economic
losses and damages for the pain and suffering of the decedent. These pain and suffering damages are
awarded to the decedent’s estate when the jury determines that the decedent experienced pain prior
to death. In virtually all cases, it is the decedent's family members who are the beneficiaries of these
awards through their participation in the decedent's estate. On top of this, family members can bring
their own suit for economic loss - which includes the loss of consortium and damages for custodial
care.
Given this huge increase in the types of damages that would be awardable, one recent actuarial
study has estimated that legislation of this type could increase New York’s already
outrageously high medical liability premiums by OVER 40%. This extraordinary increase would
be on top of the already exorbitant premium costs New York’s physicians and hospitals continue to
incur, with many specialties across the New York City and Long Island region of the state already
paying hundreds of thousands of dollars per year for their liability coverage. New York has by far the
1 Commerce Plaza, Suite 408, Albany, NY 12210  TEL (518) 465-8085  FAX (518) 465-0976 email: albany@mssny.org
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Action
MSSNY et al. v. United

Brief Synopsis
Type of Involvement
United’s failure to pay facility
MSSNY is the class action plaintiff
fees to out-of-network officebased surgery providers is
contrary to the terms of United’s
health benefits plans and the
requirements of ERISA

Magellan Technology v. FDA

(Southern District of NY)
Defending the decision of the FDA MSSNY joined an amicus brief
to deny marketing approval for an with the AMA
electronic nicotine delivery system
featuring non-nicotine flavors

Texas Medical Association v. HHS HHS overstepping its authority
by ignoring Congressional intent
in the No Surprises Act, and
setting forth in regulation that
the insurer’s self-determined
Qualifying Payment Amount (QPA)
be the dominant data point in
federal IDR
American Medical Association v.
HHS
Valentini v. Group Health
Incorporated

(2d Circuit Court of Appeals)
MSSNY joined the Physicians
Advocacy Institute in an amicus
brief in support of the TMA and
AMA actions.

RECENT MSSNY LITIGATION
ACTIVITIES

Grassroots Action Center

(Eastern District of Texas
and District Court, District of
Columbia)
Patient suit against Emblem and
Evicore for health consequences
of failing to approve an MRI

MSSNY joined an amicus brief
with AMA for the plaintiff
(Southern District of New York)

Terehoff v. Frankel

Medical Malpractice suit against
physician that inappropriately
permits expert opinion
arguing that premature birth is
“associated” with autism, not
“causes” autism

MSSNY and MLMIC have
requested AMA Litigation Center
file an amicus brief on behalf of
the defendant

(Kings County Supreme Court)
Medical Malpractice suit
At MSSNY and MLMIC request,
where defendants challenge
AMA Litigation Center submitted
inappropriate trial lawyers’ tactic an amicus brief together with
of “anchoring” to exponentially MSSNY
drive up jury awards.

Redish v. Adler

(Appellate Division, 1st
Department)
Jacobson v. Bassett

In multiple actions, plaintiffs
MSSNY joined an amicus brief
challenging DOH guidance for
with AMA in support of the
allocation of monoclonal antibody Department of Health
treatment that include “non-white
race” or Latinx ethnicity as a risk
factor

Roberts v. Bassett

(Northern and Eastern Districts of
New York)

Leroy v. Hume

In multiple actions, plaintiffs
challenging federal and state laws
that provided important liability
protections for physicians and
hospitals for care to patients
with Covid (or were limited from
providing care due to Covid rules)
during the height of the pandemic

Solomon
Martinez

(2d Circuit Federal Appeal court)

NYS Rifle & Pistol Association v.
Bruen

F.F. v. New York

Roman Catholic Diocese of
Brooklyn v. Cuomo

MSSNY and MLMIC working with
AMA to submit amicus brief to
support the important protections
against liability

Plaintiffs challenging century
old state law that gives the state
power to limit who can have a
concealed carry permit

At AMA request, MSSNY joined
an amicus brief in support of New
York State

(US Supreme Court)
Plaintiffs challenging state law
AMA Litigation Center and MSSNY
that medical contraindications
joined a lawsuit in support of New
are only acceptable exemption to York State.
state vaccination requirements
(Third District, New York)
Plaintiffs challenging state
AMA Litigation Center and MSSNY
Executive Actions that protected joined a lawsuit in support of New
against spread of Covid by limiting York State
numbers of persons who could be
together during the pandemic

• Stop Exorbitant and
Unsustainable Cuts to
Medicare Payments
• End Fail First & Step Therapy
Protocols By Urging Governor
to Sign A.3276/S.5909
• Urge Governor Hochul to Sign
Legislation Requiring Health
Insurers to Have Appropriately
Trained Reviewers
• Urge Governor to Veto
Wrongful Death Liability
Expansion
• End Copay Accumulators
by Urging Governor to Sign
A1741-A/S.5299-A
• Oppose Burdensome Mandates
on NY Physicians
• Prior Authorizations are
harming our ability to provide
proper, timely care
• Preserve Physician-led, Teambased Healthcare

(US Supreme Court)
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